
Editorial
Summer's just

around the corner!
Do you need a break from work? Having

trouble finding a suitable summer vacation spot
for your family? Well look no more! Sit back,
and relax as I take you on an amazing trip
around the world!

If you are a very touristic family and love
the sea, then I can think of no where else than
the lovely city of San Francisco. This city is not
only filled with fun and life, but also has a big
history behind it. Enjoy your days visiting the
many museums and their world famous
aquarium known for their spectacular “Aqua
Ballets”, all built underwater!

For the lazy ones out there, I highly
recommend the brand new Island off the coast of
South Africa named “Kaykou”. Prepare to enter
a world of total relaxation and sensational peace
on their beach! This island is filled with endless
family fun with all the different activities one
can do around the 5 star hotel!

You can discover much more on our
official website.

Stay Green, the
trees are watching!

Folks have been getting tense this past
month as rules on recycling are getting horribly
strict! Everybody is getting fed up with these
“ecologically friendly” lifestyle obligations that
take over their lives. It looks like soon, we'll
have to recycle even the slightest things, making
everyday chores even worse! Aix-en-Provence,
usually so full of fun things to do, has now
become dull, now people can't even eat a nice
picnic because disposable plates and cups are
illegal!

Ecologists claim it's for the best, but
honestly, who believes them? Is it really fair that
we have to live in mediocre conditions because
of mistakes made by people that lived
generations ago? I don't think so. For example,
one of these never-ending new rules forces
families to count the amount of water they drink
per day if they don't want to end up with an
absolutely ridiculous fine for what authorities
now call “over-consumption”. Original name, by
the way... Some of the folks we interviewed even
mentioned a new, very interesting theory that
some high-placed men have started a plot to
make more money by forcing the population to
live by these boring rules.

“I reject these accusations out of hand, it
is ridiculous to even consider the possibility that
a,what do you call it? Oh yes, a plot, would have
been conceived just for a few officials to make
money, we aren't from the twenty-first century!”
an ecologist, Seventeen Johnson, 43, told us
when we interviewed him about the matter. A lot
of fetching, fancy words, I must say, but no one
is really convinced. Come on, even rush-runners
are having to buy less sensitive suits so they
don't waste energy!

20% off the tickets to go see the New
York Statue of Liberty underwater!

Kaykou Island



What's in? What's not?
If you're a fashion victim or in search of a new wardrobe well this article is made for you.
What's in? The new trend is highly intellectual “space suits” designed by Xyo Channoo. 

They come in different colors, patterns, easy to put on and they can measure your drink intake and 
they help you balanced your weight. You can buy them in ShopTrop and pennydip. Also you can 
match them with the new transparent colored boots designed by seven hu which are very practical 
especially on rainy days. 

What's not? Moonboots are completely out of trend You must get rid of them as quickly as 
possible by recycling or giving them to associations such as “give us and you save a life” or 
“clothes depo”. Don't try to match them with anything, it would be a big failure.

The ChatterBox
Dear Michelle,
I took a vacation last week and stayed in the new
hotel that is situated over Florida. This hotel was
on water. The hotel had a separate room
downstairs that had only clear glass flooring and
walls. Only two people could go into the room at
once. The view of the ocean was magnificent but
I was disappointed that I couldn't go in with all
my friends. 
There was a restaurant that was close by the
hotel and also new. It was run by robots and
everything there was being recycled, which is
good! As for the food, it was delicious but very
expensive; my meal ended up costing 200
Nasaneos! 

Antoine, 23

Dear Michelle,
I just moved into my new water house. If I'm 
honest, I didn't really think the decision through. 
I'm sea-sick, you see, and the tide keeps rocking 
my house back and forth! I truly hate it. 
Everyday I wake up and feel sick after spending 
the night being tossed about by the waves. They 
say I will get used to it, but I really doubt it. Also 
it is very difficult to ignore the fact that sea 
creatures are living beneath me. How am I 
supposed to live a peaceful life with sharks 
swimming underneath my house? I really wish I 
could give it back, but after ten demands the 
agency banned me from their office!
Thank you for reading,

Sandrine, 32

Dear Antoine,
I understand that you would want to share such a
beautiful experience with all of your friends, but
I'm sure you understand that security is the
hotel's number one priority. I think I know what
restaurant you are talking about and I wouldn't
be surprised about the price because they make
good quality food I hope this helps. 
Thank you for your letter!

Michelle

Dear Sandrine,
My honest opinion is that you shouldn't have
bought this water house so easily considering
you're sea sick. Try contacting your doctor so he
can prescribe some pills for the problem. In the
meanwhile, look over options for a new house
suitable for you. I'm sorry for your agency,
maybe sign up for a new one. I hope this helps.
Thank you for your letter!

Michelle

Where to go?
Restaurants: Shops:
“Seaside Sunset” 47% “ShopTrop”49%
“Chez Luiz”: 30% “Number 48”30%
“Olive Garden” 20% “ Place 2b”10%
“Waly's Pizzeria” 2% “Pennydip”6%
”Snack-a-track” 1% “H&N”5%


